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Introductory	Statistics	with	R	(2nd	ed.),	by	
Peter,	Dalgaard,	Springer.	ISBN	#	
9780387790534
Modern	Applied	Statistics	with	S,	by		Venables,	
W.N.	and	Ripley,	B.D,	Springer.	ISBN	#	
9780387954578
Computational	Statistics	(2nd	ed.),	by	Geof H.	
Givens	and	Jennifer	A.	Hoeting,	Wiley.	ISBN	#	
9780470533314

Recommended	textbooks
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Statistical	Computing	with	R,	by	Maria	L.	Rizzo,	
CRC	Press.	ISBN	#	9781584885450
Applied	Statistics	and	SAS	Programming	
Language	(5th	ed.),	by	Cody,	Ronald	P.	and	
Smith,	Jeffrey	K.,	Prentice	Hall.	ISBN	#	
9780131465329

Recommended	textbooks
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This	course	introduces	graduate	students	to	
some	basic	elements	of	statistical	computing	
and	computational	statistics.	Students	are	
expected	to	know	statistical	concepts	including	
ANOVA,	regression	analysis,	etc before	taking	
the	course.	

Course	objectives
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This	course	is	divided	into	two	main	parts.	The	
first	part	covers	R	implementation	of	important	
statistical	models.	
SAS	implementation	will	be	provided	as	part	of	
reading	materials.
The	second	part	covers	computational	statistics	
including	numerical	analysis,	Monte	Carlo	
methods,	bootstrap,	permutation,	etc.

Course	objectives
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There	will	be	three	in	class	exams	and	a	
project.	Tentative	exam	dates	02/28,	04/04,	
05/09.
The	homework	will	count	for	20%	of	the	grade,	
the	project	will	count	for	20%	of	the	grade,	
exams	will	count	for	60%	(20%	each)	of	the	
grade.

Grading
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Computational	statistics	and	statistical	
computing:	computational,	graphical,	and	
numerical	approaches	to	solving	statistical	
problems.
Monte	Carlo	methods	refer	to	a	diverse	
collection	of	methods	in	statistical	inference	
and	numerical	analysis	where	simulation	is	
used.

Statistical	Computing
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R	is	a	system	for	statistical	computation	and	
graphics.	
Consists	of	a	language	plus	a	run-time	
environment	with	graphics,	a	debugger,	access	
to	certain	system	functions,	and	the	ability	to	
run	programs	stored	in	script	files.

Introduction	to	R
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A	language	and	software	environment	for	
statistical	computing	and	graphics.
R	is	free!
It	is	open-source	and	involves	many	
developers.
The	R	system	is	developing	rapidly.
Straightforward	simple	calculations	and	
analysis.
Allows	low	level	control	for	some	tasks.

Why	R
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Extensive	graphical	abilities.
Sometimes	R	is	slow.

Why	R
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The	way	to	obtain	R	is	to	download	it	from	one	
of	the	CRAN	(Comprehensive	R	Archive	
Network)	sites.	The	main	site	is	http://cran.r-
project.org/.

Installation	of	R	and	packages
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Package	installation:	To	work	through	the	
examples	and	exercises	in	this	book,	you	
should	install	the	ISwR package,	which	contains	
the	data	sets.	
If	you	are	connected	to	the	Internet,	you	can	
start	R	and	from	the	Windows	and	Macintosh	
versions	using	their	convenient	menu	
interfaces.

Installation	of	R	and	packages
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On	other	platforms,	you	can	type

This	will	give	off	a	harmless	warning	and	install	
the	package	in	the	default	location.	
If	your	R	machine	is	not	connected	to	the	
Internet,	you	can	also	download	the	package	as	
a	file	via	a	different	computer.

Installation	of	R	and	packages
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Starting	R	is	straightforward,	but	the	method	
will	depend	on	your	computing	platform.
Then	you	may	need	to	load	the	package	you	
need	for	your	work	at	the	command	prompt,	
e.g.,

Installation	of	R	and	packages
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Command	line	interface	that	can	be	used	
interactively	or	in	batch	mode
Example:	evaluate	the	standard	normal	density	
at	x=2

Command	prompt	is	>	

Installation	of	R	and	packages

4 Statistical Computing with R

1.3 Getting Started with R

R has a command line interface that can be used interactively or in batch
mode. Commands can be typed at the prompt in the R Console window, or
submitted by the source command (see Section 1.8). For example, we can
evaluate the standard normal density φ(x) = 1√

2π
e−x2/2 at x = 2 by typing

the formula or (more conveniently) the dnorm function:

> 1/sqrt(2*pi) * exp(-2)
[1] 0.05399097
> dnorm(2)
[1] 0.05399097

In the example above, the command prompt is >. The [1] indicates that
the result displayed is the first element of a vector.

A command can be continued on the next line. The prompt symbol changes
whenever the command on the previous line is not complete. In the example
below, the plot command is continued on the second line, as indicated by the
prompt symbol changing to +.

> plot(cars, xlab="Speed", ylab="Distance to Stop",
+ main="Stopping Distance for Cars in 1920")

Whenever a statement or expression is not complete at the end of a line,
the parser automatically continues it on the next line. No special symbol is
needed to end a line. (A semicolon can be used to separate statements on
a single line, although this tends to make code harder to read.) A group of
statements can be gathered into a single (compound) expression by enclosing
them in curly braces { }.

To cancel a command, a partial command, or a running script use Ctrl-C,
or in the Windows version of the R GUI, press the escape key (Esc). To exit
the R system type the command q() or close the R GUI.

The usual assignment operator is <-. For example, x <- sqrt(2 * pi)
assigns the value of

!
2π to the symbol x.

Commands entered at the command prompt in the R console are auto-
matically echoed to the console, but assignment operations are silent. Some
objects have print methods so that the output displayed is not necessarily
the entire object, but a summarized report. Compare the effect of these com-
mands. The first command displays a sequence (0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0),
but does not store it. The second command stores the sequence in x, but does
not display it.

seq(0, 3, 0.5)
x <- seq(0, 3, 0.5)
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A	command	can	be	continued	on	the	next	line
(+)

Installation	of	R	and	packages
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Calculating	an	arithmetic	expression:	One	of	
the	simplest	possible	tasks	in	R	is	to	enter	an	
arithmetic	expression	and	receive	a	result.

Exercise:	Compute	
1. log(3.14),	log10(3.14),	log(3.14,	20);
2. sin(2.1);
3. 3^2.81
4. sqrt(34.3).

Basic	operations	in	R
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The	[1]	in	front	of	the	result	is	part	of	R’s	way	
of	printing	numbers	and	vectors.	It	is	not	useful	
here,	but	it	becomes	so	when	the	result	is	a	
longer	vector.	
The	number	in	brackets	is	the	index	of	the	first	
number	on	that	line.	Consider	the	case	of	
generating	20	random	numbers	from	a	normal	
distribution:

Basic	operations	in	R
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Assignments:

Basic	operations	in	R
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Vectorized arithmetic:	The	construct	c() is	
used	to	define	vectors.

You	can	do	calculations	with	vectors	just	like	
ordinary	numbers,	as	long	as	they	are	of	the	
same	length.

Basic	operations	in	R
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It	is	in	fact	possible	to	perform	arithmetic	
operations	and	calculate	some	basic	statistics	
on	vectors.

Basic	operations	in	R
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Exercise:	
1. Compute	the	(A)	median	and	(B)	variance	of	

‘weight’	
2. Compute	the	(A)	covariance	and	(B)	

correlation	of	‘weight’	and	‘height’
3. Implement	the	following	operations:

Basic	operations	in	R
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Standard	statistical	procedures:	You	could	run	
standard	T-test	to	assess	whether	the	six	
persons’	BMI	can	be	assumed	to	have	mean	
22.5	given	that	they	come	from	a	normal	
distribution.

Basic	operations	in	R
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Graphics:

Basic	operations	in	R
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Basic	operations	in	R
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Expressions	and	objects:	The	basic	interaction	
mode	in	R	is	one	of	expression	evaluation.	
The	user	enters	an	expression;	the	system	
evaluates	it	and	prints	the	result.	
All	R	expressions	return	a	value	(possibly	
NULL),	but	sometimes	it	is	“invisible”	and	not	
printed.

R	language	essentials
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Functions	and	arguments:	Many	things	in	R	are	
done	using	function	calls,	commands	that	look	
like	an	application	of	a	mathematical	function	
of	one	or	several	variables;	for	example,	
log(x).
Vectors:	 We	have	already	seen	numeric	
vectors.	There	are	two	further	types,	character	
vectors	and	logical	vectors.	A	character	vector	
is	a	vector	of	text	strings,	whose	elements	are	
specified	and	printed	in	quotes.

R	language	essentials
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It	does	not	matter	whether	you	use	single- or	
double-quote	symbols,	as	long	as	the	left	quote	
is	the	same	as	the	right	quote.

Logical	vectors	are	constructed	using	the	c	
function	just	like	the	other	vector	types

R	language	essentials
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Exercise:	Try	the	following	R	script:

R	language	essentials
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Quoting	and	escape	sequences

Missing	values:	R	allows	vectors	to	contain	a	
special	NA	value	as	missing	values.

What	about	a <- “NA”

R	language	essentials
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Coersion into	string:	as.	character()
String	length:	nchar()

String	manipulations
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Convert	to	upper/lower	case

String	manipulations
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Character	translation

String	manipulations
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Substrings

String	manipulations
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String	Concatenation

String	manipulations
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String	Splitting

String	manipulations
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String	matching	involves	searching	a	string	for	
substrings:	grep(),	grepl(),	regexpr()	and	
gregexpr()

https://www.regular-
expressions.info/rlanguage.html

String	manipulations
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Functions	that	create	vectors:	We	introduce	
three	functions,	c,	seq,	and	rep,	that	are	
used	to	create	vectors	in	various	situations.

R	language	essentials
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R	language	essentials
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Matrices	and	arrays

R	language	essentials
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R	language	essentials
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Factors:	It	is	common	in	statistical	data	to	have	
categorical	variables,	indicating	some	
subdivision	of	data.
Such	variables	should	be	specified	as	factors	in	
R.	The	terminology	is	that	a	factor	has	a	set	of	
levels.

R	language	essentials
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R	language	essentials
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Lists:	It	is	sometimes	useful	to	combine	a	
collection	of	objects	into	a	larger	composite	
object.	This	can	be	done	using	lists.

R	language	essentials
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Data	frame:	A	data	frame	corresponds	to	what	
other	statistical	packages	call	a	“data	matrix”	or	
a	“data	set”.	You	can	create	data	frames	from	
pre-existing	variables.

R	language	essentials
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R	language	essentials
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Indexing:	If	you	need	a	particular	element	in	a	
vector,	for	instance	the	pre-migraine	
supplement	intake	for	person	no.	5,	you	can	do	
the	following:

R	language	essentials
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Conditional	selection:

R	language	essentials
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R:	Commonly	Used	Operators
Introduction 5

TABLE 1.1: R Syntax and Commonly Used Operators
Description R symbol Example
Comment # #this is a comment
Assignment <- x <- log2(2)
Concatenation operator c c(3,2,2)
Elementwise multiplication * a * b
Exponentiation ^ 2^1.5
x mod y x %% y 25 %% 3
Integer division %/% 25 %/% 3
Sequence from a to b by h seq seq(a,b,h)
Sequence operator : 0:20

Syntax

Below are some help topics on R operators and syntax. The ? invokes the
help system for the indicated keyword.

?Syntax
?Arithmetic
?Logic
?Comparison #relational operators
?Extract #operators on vectors and arrays
?Control #control flow

Symbols or labels for functions and variables are case-sensitive and can
include letters, digits, and periods. Symbols cannot contain the underscore
character and cannot start with a digit. Many symbols are already defined by
the R base or recommended packages. To check if a symbol is already defined,
type the symbol at the prompt. The symbols q, t, I, T, and F, for example,
are used by R. Note that whenever a package is loaded, other symbols may
now be defined by the package.

> T
[1] TRUE
> t
function (x) UseMethod("t") <environment: namespace:base>
> g
Error: Object "g" not found

Here we see that both T and t are already defined, but g is not yet defined
by R or by the user. Nothing prevents a user from assigning a new value to
predefined symbols such as t or T, but it is a bad programming practice in
general and can lead to unexpected results and programming errors.

Most new R users have some experience with other programming envi-
ronments and languages such as C, MATLAB, or SAS. Some operations and
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R:	Commonly	used	functions
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features are common to all these languages. A brief list summarizing R syntax
for some of these common elements is shown in Table 1.1. For more details see
the help topic Syntax. Some of the functions common to most development
environments are listed in Table 1.2.

Most arithmetic operations are vectorized. For example, x^2 will square
each of the elements of the vector x, or each entry of the matrix x if x is a
matrix. Similarly, x*y will multiply each of the elements of the vector x times
the corresponding element of y (generating a warning if the vectors are not
the same length). Operators for matrices are described in Table 1.3.

TABLE 1.2: Commonly Used Functions
Description R symbol
Square root sqrt
⌊x⌋, ⌈x⌉ floor, ceiling
Natural logarithm log
Exponential function ex exp
Factorial factorial
Random Uniform numbers runif
Random Normal numbers rnorm
Normal distribution pnorm, dnorm, qnorm
Rank, sort rank, sort
Variance, covariance var, cov
Std. dev., correlation sd, cor
Frequency tables table
Missing values NA, is.na

TABLE 1.3: R Syntax and Functions for Vectors and Matrices
Description R symbol Example
Zero vector numeric(n) x <- numeric(n)

integer(n) x <- integer(n)
rep(0,n) x <- rep(0,n)

Zero matrix matrix(0,n,m) x <- matrix(0,n,m)
ith element of vector a a[i] a[i] <- 0
jth column of a matrix A A[,j] sum(A[,j])
ijth entry of matrix A A[i,j] x <- A[i,j]
Matrix multiplication %*% a %*% b
Elementwise multiplication * a * b
Matrix transpose t t(A)
Matrix inverse solve solve(A)
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R:	Vectors	and	Matrices
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